Bacterial growth properties at low optical densities.
A method for accurate quantification of growth rate and yield of bacterial populations at low densities was developed with a modified version of a stepwise linear model for fitting growth curves based on optical density measurements, and adapted to measurements at low optical densities in 96-well microtiter plates. The method can be used for rapid and precise estimates of growth rate and yield, based on optical density measurements of large numbers of cultures of Escherichia coli. E. coli B lines were serially propagated at low glucose concentration during a long-term evolution experiment. Growth rate and yield of populations sampled from each of 12 lines that evolved for 20,000 generations under these conditions and two ancestral clones was measured. Populations were grown at three different glucose concentrations. Consistent with earlier findings, statistical analysis showed that both exponential growth rate and yield per unit of glucose differed significantly between the three glucose concentrations tested. Significant adaptation of the evolved populations to the nutrient conditions in which they evolved for 20,000 generations was observed.